The influence of dust particle geometry on its charge and plasma potential.
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The problem of determining the distribution of a potential around a dust particle has been investigated for a long time. Most articles on the topic are devoted exclusively to spherical dust particles [1], relatively few to rod-like particles [2, 3] and none to disk-like particles. In this work, a recently developed [4] self-consistent iterative molecular dynamic method for determining plasma parameters is demonstrated for different dust particle geometries. The charge of a dust particle is calculated from the equality of ion and electron fluxes on its surface. It is shown that in the case of collisionless plasma the charge of dust particles is determined only by their electric capacity, but in the case of a continuous medium (collisions are frequent) these charges differ – the larger the particles, the larger the charges (Fig .1). And yet, particles with different geometries but with the same electric capacity obtain the same charge values.

Fig.1. Dependence of a dust particle charge normalized to the capacity on ions mean free path.
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